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Lovely Lips
Explore each formula and these expert tips to 

create a lip look that’s simply unforgettable!

Mary Kay® Lip Liner 
Define lips with creamy, stay-put 
precision. This waterproof  
formula comes in a slim, 
retractable pencil with a  
built-in shaper cap. Helps  
prevent color from feathering  
and bleeding.

Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Matte 
Lipstick 
This is the first full-coverage  
lipstick by Mary Kay to utilize  
gel microsphere technology for  
rich, stay-true color that lasts for  
hours – without leaving lips  
looking or feeling dry.

True Dimensions® 
Lipstick and True 
Dimensions® Sheer 
Lipstick
Instantly drenches lips in 
moisture and locks it in for 
endless comfort. Infused with 
advanced skin care ingredients, 
the formula smooths fine lines 
and helps lips look fuller.

NouriShine Plus® Lip Gloss
Get the brilliant shine you want, plus an instant boost 
of moisture. Formulated with vitamin E and a vitamin C 
derivative plus plant-derived minerals, this antioxidant-
rich complex helps protect lips from wrinkle-causing free 
radicals and environmental damage.

Mary Kay® Gel Semi-Shine 
Lipstick
The genius of gel technology is 
the latest in lipstick finishes. And 
now you can add to your lipstick 
wardrobe with Mary Kay® Gel Semi-
Shine Lipstick. The gel semi-shine 
finish delivers soft light reflection and 
radiant color with luminous shine.

Inside or Outside the Lines?

For fuller-looking lips, line slightly outside 
the natural lip lines. For thinner-looking 
lips, line slightly inside the natural lip 
lines. Then apply your favorite shade of 
Mary Kay® lipstick.

Pout Prep

When wearing a matte or semi-
matte lipstick, it’s important to 
exfoliate first and add moisture. The 
Satin Lips® Set is perfect for this!

Find Your Finish.

Looking for rich, full-coverage 
color? True Dimensions® Lipstick 
is perfect for you! If you prefer 
subtle, sheer color coverage, try 
True Dimensions® Sheer Lipstick.

Luscious Lips

After applying lipstick,  
apply lip gloss to middle  
of lips only to create  
fuller-looking lips.

Go For It!

Because gel semi-shine lipstick plays so well 
with gel semi-matte, try these combinations: 
Bashful You/Naturally Buff, Spiced Ginger/
Rich Truffle, Powerful Pink/Haute Pink and 
Poppy Please/Red Smolder.

medium nude

dark chocolate*rose

light nude

deep nude red

berry

coral

*Mary Kay® Lip Liner classic formula


